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Abstract

In this paper, we propose our template-based non-rigid

registration algorithm to address the misalignments in the

frame-to-frame motion tracking with single or multiple

commodity depth cameras. We analyze the deformation in

the local coordinates of neighboring nodes and use this

differential representation to formulate the regularization

term for the deformation field in our non-rigid registration.

The local coordinate regularizations vary for each pair of

neighboring nodes based on the tracking status of the sur-

face regions. We propose our tracking strategies for dif-

ferent surface regions to minimize misalignments and re-

duce error accumulation. This method can thus preserve lo-

cal geometric features and prevent undesirable distortions.

Moreover, we introduce a geodesic-based correspondence

estimation algorithm to align surfaces with large displace-

ments. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-

posed method with detailed experiments.

1. Introduction

The recent development of low cost RGB-D cameras

makes surface reconstruction and motion capture more ac-

cessible to general users. Compared with traditional com-

mercial marker-based motion capture systems, such as

Vicon R©, the ability to track time-varying deformable sur-

faces other than the skeletal motions with commodity depth

cameras provides more flexibilities and capabilities in vari-

ous areas such as motion analysis, medical simulation and

virtual reality. The major challenge of the motion track-

ing problem is to solve the misalignments between the de-

formed model and the partially captured scans. In this pa-

per, we propose our template-based non-rigid registration

algorithm to address the misalignments in a frame-to-frame

motion tracking pipeline with single or multiple depth cam-

eras.

There are several possible reasons for the failure of mo-

tion tracking. With sparse distributed depth camera setup,

some regions of the surface may be occluded from the cam-

era view preventing motion tracking. When those regions

become visible again in subsequent frames, the calculated

deformation may differ greatly from the actual deformation.

Moreover, due to the low capture frequency of the commod-

ity depth cameras, fast motions can cause large displace-

ments in the camera space. This violates the assumption of

small displacements in some correspondence estimation al-

gorithms, which may lead to incorrect result. In other cases,

even though the surface is visible to the camera and has reli-

able correspondences in the depth image, the surface is still

not well registered. This is because the non-optimal con-

straints in the template model prevent large potential defor-

mation from the rest pose. Error accumulation in the regis-

tered frames can also reduce the quality of alignments and

result in undesirable distortion for long motion sequences.

In this paper, we utilize the differential representation

of the deformation field to address the above issues in

the framework of volumetric embedded deformation graph

[28]. In this differential representation, we define the local

deformation and the rotation-invariant regularization in the

local coordinates of embedded nodes [16, 1]. We formulate

an analytic solution for the regularization term by analyz-

ing the net strain energy between each pair of neighboring

nodes in the graph. This differential representation can help

preserve local geometric features and prevent undesirable

stretching, bending or torsional deformations. Unlike previ-

ous works which select a single reference frame to constrain

the deformation of the entire surface, we adaptively select

the reference frames for different regions of the surface in

the regularization term based on the tracking status of the

surface. We treat the registered motion sequences as feasi-

ble candidates for the deformable surface. Various tracking

strategies are then applied to minimize misalignments and

recover untracked regions. Moreover, we use the differen-

tial representation in multi-view motion tracking to transfer

the registered motion from one view to another in order to

reduce the effects of asynchronization and interference be-

tween different cameras. Finally, we introduce a geodesic-

based correspondence estimation algorithm to solve large
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misalignments after the initial projective alignment. Un-

like the previous spectral-based algorithms, our method fo-

cuses on evaluating geodesic features and estimating corre-

spondences in the partially aligned scans with incomplete

topologies.

2. Related Work

2.1. TemplateBased NonRigid Registration

The deformation model for template-based non-rigid

registration is usually based on differential geometry meth-

ods [7, 30, 12]. Botsch et al. [1] provide a comprehensive

summary of the linear variational deformation methods. Lo-

cal feature preservation and rotational invariance are impor-

tant properties that lead to the popularity of these methods.

As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) [27] is one of the commonly

used regularizations for deformable surfaces. This method

estimates the local transformation from the neighboring ver-

tices, and then minimizes the vertex displacement in the lo-

cal space. Embedded deformation graph [28, 22, 33] sam-

ples a set of nodes on the surface and associates each node

with an affine transformation which is implicitly solved in

the optimization. This method evaluates the deformation

in a coarser graph, which is more efficient than in a dense

mesh. De Aguila et al. [2] generate tetrahedrons within

the template model to preserve the volume during the de-

formation. DynamicFusion [22] uses dual quaternions to

represent deformations for better quality of transformation

blending. Some other methods [3, 4, 20] use multiple cam-

eras to reduce occluded regions and improve motion track-

ing.

One major issue of these general deformation models is

that the topology or the constraints of the model do not re-

flect the underlying kinematic structure of the scanned ob-

ject. This often results in over-smoothed deformation or

rubbery appearance. Therefore, other works are modeling

the deformation field based on the piece-wise rigid articu-

lated structure. Some of these works refine the original em-

bedded deformation graph. Li et al. [14] adaptively refine

the topology of the embedded graph by adding more nodes

to the regions with larger misalignments. Guo et al. [5] ap-

ply an additional L0 optimization after the L2 optimization

with the ARAP regularization to minimize the number of

non-rigid node connections. The non-rigid regions are then

assigned less constraint weights than the rigid regions in the

regularization term. Some other works implicitly generate

skeletal structure based on the analysis of the registered mo-

tion sequences. ArticulatedFusion [13] hierarchically clus-

ters the surface into rigid segments in a bottom-top manner

by minimizing a rigid registration energy function. Tzionas

et al. [31] compute the deformation variance among a set of

sample nodes on the surface, and apply spectral clustering

on the corresponding affinity matrix to determine the rigid

segments. There are also some works that explicitly de-

fine the kinematic structure of the human body for perfor-

mance capture applications. DoubleFusion [35] separates

the surface into two layers: the inner layer uses parametric

model SMPL [17] to track the poses and correspondences,

while the outer layer fuses far-body shapes. BodyFusion

[34] presents a skeleton-embedded surface fusion (SSF) to

join the surface graph with a skeleton structure. However,

most of these works use single reference frame to constrain

the deformation of the entire surface, which may cause large

misalignments or tracking failure. We apply different refer-

ence frames and tracking strategies in the local coordinate

of embedded nodes to address these issues.

2.2. Correspondence Estimation

The correspondence estimation is critical for the conver-

gence of non-rigid registration. Most previous works esti-

mate the correspondences under the Iterative Closest Point

(ICP) framework [36]. Spatial partitioning data structures

such as KD-trees [5] are often applied to accelerate the

searching process. However, due to the high computational

cost of building the data structures, these methods are of-

ten not suitable for dynamic surface tracking and interactive

applications. Therefore, some other works search the corre-

spondences in the image space of the measurements. Pro-

jective Depth Association (PDA) [23] is commonly used in

surface tracking with depth cameras. This method searches

for the matched point within a small window around the

projection location in the depth image. However, this

method is not efficient for large tangential motions which

require a larger searching window. Tagliasacchi et al. [29]

and Li et al. [13] accelerate the correspondence searching

in depth images by using the Distance Transform (DT) of

the foreground segmentation to locate the closest point on

the silhouette of the surface. Moreover, Valstic et al. [32]

constrain the silhouette of the canonical mesh to match that

detected in the current image.

Another category is performing correspondence estima-

tion in the embedded space. Jain et al. [9] perform prin-

ciple component analysis (PCA) on the geodesic distance

matrix to convert the points into embedded space to align

shapes. The isometry-invariant property of the geodesic

distance is demonstrated to be a significant feature for ro-

bust correspondence estimation on deformable surfaces.

Motion2Fusion [3] improves the performance of the spec-

tral embedded algorithm by developing a machine learning

method to efficiently map the points to the embedded space.

On the other hand, FunctionalMaps (FM) [24] define a con-

sistent and linear mapping function between a pair of full

shapes using Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions. Rodola et

al.’s method [26] improves FM for the partial to full cor-

respondence estimation with an additional permutation ma-

trix. Instead, our work focuses on estimating reliable corre-
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spondences in the misaligned regions between the partially

matched model and depth images using geodesic features.

We use the geodesic distances precalculated in the canoni-

cal model to help evaluate the geodesic features along the

incomplete topology of the depth images.

3. Motion Reconstruction

In this section, we discuss our algorithm of the non-rigid

registration for motion reconstruction with single or multi-

ple depth cameras. In Sec. 3.1, we construct a watertight

canonical model from the static pose. In Sec. 3.2, we gen-

erate a volumetric embedded deformation graph to repre-

sent the local deformations and constraints of the canon-

ical model. In Sec. 3.3, we reconstruct the motion for

each frame by solving a non-linear least square optimiza-

tion problem to minimize the misalignments between the

deformed model and captured depth images. We discuss

the issues of the traditional ARAP regularizations and de-

rive our solution using the relative transformation between

neighboring nodes. In Sec. 3.4, we describe our tracking

strategies based on the tracking status of the surface regions.

In Sec. 3.5, we introduce a geodesic-based correspondence

estimation algorithm to solve large partial misalignments in

the frame-to-frame non-rigid registration.

3.1. Canonical Model

We fuse the depth images captured from a static pose of

the scanned object into a Truncated Signed Distance Field

(TSDF) [8, 15] and extract the point cloud from the zero-

crossing level-set of the TSDF. We then apply the Poisson

reconstruction [11] on the point cloud to construct a wa-

tertight canonical model. The canonical model provides a

unified topology of the deformed model across all frames in

the motion tracking.

3.2. Embedded Deformation Graph

To deform the canonical model, we apply the volumet-

ric Embedded Deformation Graph introduced in [28]. A set

of embedded nodes is sampled in the volume of the wa-

tertight canonical model and a local rigid transformation

F : {(q,g),q ∈ H,g ∈ R
3} is associated with each node.

We represent rotations by using unit quaternions q (‖q‖22 =

1) to reduce the number of parameters for computation and

storage as in [3]. The algebras of F used in this paper are

listed below:

Fv = qvq∗ + g,v ∈ R
3 (1)

F1F2 = (q1q2,q1g2q
∗
1 + g1) (2)

F−1 = (q∗,−q∗gq) (3)

The point v ∈ R
3 in the canonical model V is deformed by

the weighted transformations from the neighboring nodes

N (v):

F(v;F) =
∑

i∈N (v)

ŵi(v)FiF
c,−1
i v (4)

Fc : {(qc,gc)} is the initial node transformation in the

canonical space. qc is set to identity rotation by default,

and gc is the sample position of the embedded node. ŵi(v)
is the normalized weight using the Radial Basis Function

(RBF): exp(−‖v−gi‖
2

2σ2 ).

3.3. Energy Function

We formulate our non-rigid registration as a non-linear

least square optimization problem. The complete energy

function is:

E(F) = wdataEdata(F) + wregEreg(F) (5)

The following subsections will describe each of these terms

in details.

3.3.1 Data Term

The major objective of the template-based non-rigid regis-

tration is to minimize the distances between the deformed

canonical model and the partially observed scan from the

depth camera at each frame. We apply the point-to-plane

distance metric [18, 25] in our data term:

Edata(F) =
∑

k∈C

|(F(vk;F)− v′
k) · n

′
k|

2 (6)

C is a set of chosen points in the canonical model that have

reliable correspondences in the depth image. v′
k with nor-

mal n′
k is the correspondence point of vk found in the point

cloud back projected from the depth image.

3.3.2 Local Coordinate Regularization Term

To formulate the regularization term in our energy function,

we first analyze the net strain energy between two embed-

ded nodes i and j in the deformation graph. We consider a

particle x around node j in the reference frame ǫ. x is lo-

cated in a cubic volume Ω of size [−r, r] centered at the ori-

gin of the local coordinate of node j (See Fig. 1). We mea-

sure the displacement vector of x from the reference frame

to current frame in the local coordinate of node i. For lin-

early elastic materials, the rotation-invariant net strain en-

ergy between nodes i and j can thus be approximated by:

Eij =
1

2

∫

Ω

‖Ḟijx− Ḟǫ
ijx‖

2
2dx (7)

where Ḟij = F−1
i Fj : {(θij , δij),θij ∈ H, δij ∈ R

3}
is the relative transformation from the local coordinate of
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Figure 1: Ḟǫ
ij : (θǫ

ij , δ
ǫ
ij) and Ḟij : (θij , δij) are the rela-

tive transformations from the coordinate of node j to node

i at reference frame ǫ and current frame respectively. Ω is

a cubic volume centered at the origin in the coordinate of

node j. x is a particle located in Ω. d is the displacement

vector of x from reference frame to current frame observed

in the coordinate of node i.

node j to that of node i. Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. 7, we

obtain an analytic solution in the quaternion representation

using properties of odd functions and Frobenius norms:

Eij =
1

2

r
∫

−r

r
∫

−r

r
∫

−r

‖R(θij)x−R(θǫ
ij)x+ δij − δ

ǫ
ij‖

2
2dx

=
4r5

3
‖R(θij)−R(θǫ

ij)‖
2
F + 4r3‖δij − δ

ǫ
ij‖

2
2

=
32r5

3
(1− (θij · θ

ǫ
ij)

2) + 4r3‖δij − δ
ǫ
ij‖

2
2

≤
32r5

3
‖θij − θ

ǫ
ij‖

2
2 + 4r3‖δij − δ

ǫ
ij‖

2
2

(8)

where R(·) is the rotation matrix form of a quaternion.

θij · θǫ
ij is the dot product of θij and θǫ

ij . The equality

of Eq. 8 holds when θij = θǫ
ij . Evaluating the energy for

all pairs of neighboring nodes in the graph, we obtain our

regularization term so as to minimize the total elastic energy

of the deformation graph:

Ereg(F) =
∑

i∈V

∑

j∈N (vi)

wij‖Wij(Ḟij − Ḟǫ
ij)‖

2
2 (9)

where wij is initialized to the RBF weight wc
ij with respect

to ‖δcij‖2. The diagonal weight matrix Wij can be correctly

derived from the coefficients of Eq. 8:

Wij =

[√

8
3rI4×4

I3×3

]

(10)

Here we set r to be the sampling radius of the embedded

nodes. I is an identity matrix.

The commonly used ARAP regularization [27] is a spe-

cial case of this method and has several disadvantages.

Figure 2: Left: depth image and registered deformed model.

Middle: point clusters. Blue, red and gray points are

tracked, untracked and occluded points respectively. Right:

corresponding embedded graph. Orange and gray edges use

the canonical frame and the latest tracked frame as the ref-

erence frame respectively.

First, the ARAP regularization treats nodes as particles

instead of finite elements, thus it can only constrain the

translation part δij of the relative transformation. Lack-

ing constraints on the rotation part θij makes ARAP regu-

larization unable to constrain torsional deformation around

the node edges. Second, the ARAP regularization usually

chooses the canonical frame or the key frame as the refer-

ence frame for all node edges in the graph, which is not

optimal. For the nodes only affected by the regularization

terms (e.g., occluded nodes), the transformations will drift

back to the canonical poses. For visible nodes, the con-

straints may prevent potentially large deformation from the

rest poses for joint regions. All of the issues mentioned

above may cause large misalignments or tracking failure in

the motion registration. In contrast, unlike ARAP, the lo-

cal coordinate regularization with rotational constraints can

uniquely determine the deformation field with sparse em-

bedded nodes. This provides the capabilities and flexibil-

ities in reconstructing the deformation field from multiple

reference frames and views by manipulating the reference

Ḟǫ
ij in Eq. 9. Sec. 3.4 will discuss more about the strategies

of selecting Ḟǫ
ij in the frame-to-frame motion registration.

3.4. Tracking Strategies

To establish correspondences C between the canonical

model and the captured depth image, we first render the

deformed canonical model from the last frame to generate

a new depth image in the camera space. This depth im-

age is used to determine the visibility of the points in the

canonical model to the camera. Then we perform PDA cor-

respondence estimation in the depth image for the visible

points in the deformed model. The points on the model can

thus be clustered into three categories: occluded, tracked

(visible and have correspondences), and untracked (visible

but have no correspondences) (See Fig. 2). We can cluster

the embedded nodes into the same categories by checking
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Illustration of the tracking strategies. Each row is

a timeline of the tracking status for a node edge. Orange,

blue, gray and red blocks stand for canonical, tracked, oc-

cluded, and untracked frames respectively.

the tracking status of the associated points with the node.

If most of the associated points are well aligned, the esti-

mated transformation of the node from the optimization can

be considered as a reliable solution. If most of the associ-

ated points are occluded, the transformation of the node can

only be guessed from previous frames. If most of the asso-

ciated points have no correspondences, then we lose track

of the node at this frame. This is often due to fast motion or

occlusions, which needs better global correspondence esti-

mation methods (See Sec. 3.5). We store both of the trans-

formations F and the tracking status of the nodes into files

after the registration of each frame. Based on the tracking

status, we develop several strategies for the selection of the

reference Ḟǫ
ij to constrain the deformations in different re-

gions.

Visible region If both nodes i and j are visible to the cam-

era and their associated vertices have sufficiently reliable

correspondences, we consider the edge between the nodes

as being tracked (blue blocks in Fig. 3). For template-based

motion tracking, we usually choose the relative transforma-

tion Ḟc
ij from the canonical frame as the reference to con-

strain the deformation of tracked edges. But as mentioned

in Sec. 3.3.2, this fixed ARAP constraint does not work

well for non-rigid regions with large deformations. An-

other method always uses the relative transformation from

the latest tracked frame Ḟt
ij as the reference for the registra-

tion. However, this method can lead to error accumulation

that changes the distribution of the vertices in the deformed

mesh. Therefore, we add an L0 norm regularization term

EF in the energy function to adaptively adjust the refer-

ence frame Ḟǫ
ij and encourage using the constraints from

the canonical frame Ḟc
ij :

EF(Ḟ
ǫ) = λF

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈N (vi)

wij‖‖Ḟ
ǫ
ij − Ḟc

ij‖2‖0 (11)

where Ḟǫ
ij ∈ {Ḟc

ij , Ḟ
t
ij}. When the optimization converges,

we add another L0 norm term Ew to adaptively adjust the

weight wij in an additional optimization:

Ew(w) = λw

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈N (vi)

‖wij − wc
ij‖0 (12)

where wij ∈ {wc
ij , 0.3w

c
ij}. Similar to [5], this method can

refine the deformation field to be as articulated as possible

and reduce the over-smoothed deformation in the joint re-

gions.

Occluded region If the node edge is occluded or un-

tracked (the gray and red blocks respectively in Fig. 3), we

apply the relative transformation Ḟǫ
ij from the latest tracked

frame as the reference (the dashed lines in Fig. 3a and 3b).

To optimize the query performance, we cache a copy of the

relative transformations Ḟij across frames, and only update

the cached Ḟij when the corresponding nodes are tracked

in the new registered frame. This method allows the oc-

cluded surface to preserve its local deformation from pre-

vious visible frame while being transformed globally with

the tracked surface. Due to the temporal coherence, there

would be more opportunities for the occluded surface to be

recovered when the surface becomes visible again in subse-

quent frames. To reduce the motion discontinuity between

the occluded and tracked frames, we interpolate the trans-

formations between tracked frames and perform another op-

timization for occluded nodes after the motion is recon-

structed (the bidirectional arrows in Fig. 3a and 3b).

Untracked region Once the untracked nodes are recov-

ered in subsequent frames, we apply a second-pass registra-

tion to recover the untracked nodes. Similar to the strategy

used in the occluded region, we first calculate an interpo-

lated reference frame Ḟǫ
ij . Then we only apply the regular-

ization in the untracked region P , and fix the position of the

other nodes as hard constraints to initialize the poses:

Ereg(F) =
∑

i∈V

∑

j∈N (vi)

wijE
ǫ
ij(F), i ∈ P ∨ j ∈ P (13)

If the untracked surface with the interpolated deformation

has sufficient overlaps with the depth image, the transfor-

mations of the untracked nodes can be recovered in the op-

timization.

Multi-view tracking A multi-view tracking system can

significantly reduce occluded regions and second-pass

tracking. However, for commodity depth cameras, such

as Kinect V2, there are still some issues to address: the

Kinect V2 lacks control of the camera shutters, therefore the

depth images are captured at varying frequencies and phases
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that are not synchronized; the interference between multiple

cameras also leads to larger measurement noises even for

static objects. All of these issues make it difficult to inte-

grate multi-view data into the same energy function because

of the large misalignments in the global space. Therefore,

we introduce a sequential registration pipeline for multiple

depth cameras. We sort the frames captured from all the

cameras by their timestamps, and register the sorted frames

in chronological order. For occluded node edges, we choose

the relative transformation from the closest tracked frame

among all the camera views as the reference (See Fig. 3c).

Therefore, the registered frames are first converted to the

local space of neighboring nodes and then transfered to an-

other view in the form of relative transformations to reduce

the effects of global misalignments between different cam-

eras.

3.5. Correspondence Estimation

Most of the misalignments can be solved by the frame-

to-frame non-rigid registration using PDA correspondence

estimation. However, due to the low capture frequency of

the commodity depth cameras (e.g., 30Hz for Kinects) and

the sparse camera arrangement, we can still fail to track

some regions when fast motion or extended occlusion oc-

curs. Since the captured objects are usually articulated,

such as the human body, the deformation is almost isomet-

ric, which is more insensitive in the geodesic space along

the surface. Therefore, we choose to convert the deformed

points and the captured points to the geodesic space to per-

form global correspondence matching.

To be precise, we first sample a set of source points P
on the surface of the canonical model V . For each point

v ∈ V , we calculate the minimum path distances between

the point and the source points along the topology of the

canonical surface. This defines our mapping from the Eu-

clidean space to the geodesic feature space: R
3 → R

|P|.

However, since the depth image is just a partial scan of

the model, the connectivity on the captured surface is in-

complete or ambiguous due to surface occlusion (See Fig.

4a) and contact (See Fig. 4c). Therefore, it is not feasi-

ble to compute the geodesic feature for the captured points

directly from the depth image. To address this problem,

we reduce the feature space to R
|Q| where Q is a subset

of P that excludes the source points with few reliable cor-

respondences in the initial alignment. We consider the sur-

face points around each source point within a fixed geodesic

distance, and evaluate the proportion of surface points with

projective correspondences. If the proportion is lower than

a threshold, the source point is excluded from Q. We then

join the graph of the canonical model and the depth im-

age through the aligned points. More specifically, we use

the geodesic distances precalculated in the canonical model

to initialize the geodesic distances of the aligned points in

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Illustration of the single source geodesic distance.

(a) and (c) calculate geodesic distances directly from the

depth image. (b) and (d) initialize geodesic distances from

the canonical model.

the depth image, and then estimate the distances in the un-

aligned regions based on those at the boundary of the over-

lapped region. This helps solve both the discontinuity and

ambiguous connection in the partial graph of the depth im-

age (See Fig. 4b and 4d). After these steps, we search

for the best matched points between the unaligned sample

points and captured points by comparing their L1 distances

in the sub-feature space R
|Q| with a reciprocity test to re-

ject false matching. These sparse correspondences are then

applied to recover large misalignments in the registration.

3.6. Motion Smoothing

The reconstructed motion usually suffers from jittering

deformation due to noises of measurements. Therefore, af-

ter the motion sequence is reconstructed, we smooth the

motion transformations to filter out high frequency noises

for visualization purpose. We calculate the weighted aver-

age of the translation g and the rotation q for frame t within

a frame window of [−n,+n] (See Eq. 14). ŵ are the nor-

malized RBF weights with respect to the time offset. The

averaged quaternion q̄t is calculated as the eigenvector of

the covariance matrix covtq with the maximum eigenvalue

as in [6, 19]:

ḡt =
t+n
∑

k=t−n

ŵkg
k, covt

q =
t+n
∑

k=t−n

ŵkq
kqk,⊤ (14)

4. Result

This section contains experimental results of our motion

tracking method with single-view and multi-view depth im-

age sequences (600 to 3000 frames) from [5] (See Fig. 5,

6, and 7) and our capture system (See Fig. 8). We focus on

comparisons between registration methods using the defor-

mation graph as a general underlying structure without any

prior knowledge of the scanned object, and demonstrate the

advantages of using our local coordinate regularization.

Fig. 5 visualizes the importance of the rotation term θij

in the local coordinate regularization. Due to the error of
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: L2 regularizations with (a) and without (b) the

rotation term θij . Gray points are back projected from the

depth image.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Comparison of using adaptive and single refer-

ence frames. (a) and (c) use adaptive reference frames. (b)

only uses the canonical frame as the reference frame. (d)

only uses the latest tracked frame as the reference frame.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: Comparison of different tracking strategies for the

occluded regions in a motion sequence. (a), (b) and (c) use

the latest tracked frame as the reference frame. (d), (e) and

(f) use the canonical frame as the reference frame.

the correspondence estimation at the boundary of the sur-

face, the registration may produce an undesirable torsional

distortion in the region with fewer embedded nodes (e.g.,

the arms and the legs). Without the rotation term, there is no

constraint to prevent this torsional distortion, and the mis-

alignments may finally become unrecoverable (e.g., the left

foot in Fig. 5b). Our regularization with the rotation term is

thus more robust to these drift errors.

Fig. 6 shows the results using single and adaptive refer-

Figure 8: Results of our motion tracking method using four

Kinect V2 cameras connected to one computer.
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Figure 9: Quantitative comparison of single-view registra-

tion methods for kicking motions.
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Figure 10: Quantitative comparison of multi-view registra-

tion methods for jumping motions.

ence frame in the non-rigid registration. In Fig. 6d, we use

the latest tracked frame as the reference frame for the reg-

istration. Due to the inaccuracy of alignments and error ac-

cumulation in the frame-to-frame registration, the deformed

model no longer satisfies the ARAP constraints after several

frames. In Fig. 6b, we use the canonical frame as the refer-

ence frame. The surface does not align well with the scans

in the bending regions (e.g., the knees and the elbows). This

is because the canonical reference Ḟc
ij and the correspond-

ing weight wc
ij may not be optimal for large deformations.

In contrast, our method with adaptive selection of reference

frames can prevent error accumulation and fit the scans bet-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Comparison of correspondence estimation meth-

ods. The first and the second rows show the sparse cor-

respondence pairs and the registration results respectively.

The columns show our method, KD-trees, PDA and DT

methods from left to right. The gray and green meshes are

the canonical model and the captured scan respectively.

ter (See Fig. 6a and 6c). We evaluate the alignment errors

and compare our method with other single-view (See Fig.

9) and multi-view (See Fig. 10) registration methods using

deformation graphs. As can be seen, our method achieves

lower errors for large bending motions (kicking motion) and

fast motions (jumping motions).

In Fig. 7, we demonstrate our tracking strategy for the

occluded regions. In the first row, we use the latest tracked

frame (See Fig. 7a) as the reference frame in the occluded

regions as in our method. In the second column, only the

bottom of the right foot is visible to the camera, while the

rest of the right leg is occluded. However, the right leg can

keep its local pose and be rotated with the torso. The mis-

alignments are then recovered after several iterations when

there are more overlaps between the right foot and the depth

image (See Fig. 7b). In the second row, we only use the

canonical frame as the reference frame in the occluded re-

gions. The right leg thus drifts back to the canonical pose

(See Fig. 7e), which causes incorrect alignments in subse-

quent frames (See Fig. 7f). This tracking failure is a com-

mon issue in previous works [14, 37].

We compare our correspondence estimation method with

the KD-trees [5], PDA [23] and DT [13] methods. We

show the calculated correspondences for the sparse sample

points in the misaligned regions and demonstrate the con-

vergence of different methods in Fig. 11. The PDA method

can only find a few correspondences around the overlapped

regions due to a small searching window (See Fig. 11c).

KD-trees and DT methods can find longer-range correspon-

dences than the PDA method, but since the spatial distance

based correspondences are not reliable for large non-rigid

deformation, the estimation may lead to incorrect align-
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Figure 12: Convergence of different correspondence esti-

mation methods for large misalignments. The first two iter-

ations use estimated sparse correspondences. The rest iter-

ations use dense correspondences with the PDA method.

Method Ours KD-trees PDA DT

Time (ms) 13 33 0 10

Table 1: Preprocessing time of correspondence estimation

methods on Intel CoreTM i7-6900K with a single thread.

Our method computes geodesic distances and correspond-

ing KD-trees in non-overlapped regions using FLANN [21];

KD-trees build the spatial structure for the depth image; DT

computes the distance map from the silhouettes of the scan.

ments (See Fig. 11b and 11d). In contrast, our geodesic-

based method can find more robust correspondences follow-

ing the topology of the surface (See Fig. 11a). Though the

preprocessing time of our method is more than the DT and

PDA methods (See Table 1), our method requires fewer it-

erations to converge and obtains better alignments (See Fig.

12).

5. Conclusion

We have presented a non-rigid registration algorithm us-

ing the local coordinate regularization to solve the misalign-

ments in the motion tracking. We have demonstrated several

tracking strategies for different regions of the surface based

on the visibility and alignment of the surface. This method

is shown to be effective and robust in various scenarios with

single or multiple depth camera setup. We also propose a

geodesic-based algorithm to efficiently locate reliable cor-

respondences in partially aligned scans to recover the sur-

face with large displacements. There are still difficulties in

solving the ambiguous cases with self-intersecting surfaces

for correspondence estimation, which would be another in-

teresting topic.
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